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HOST INFORMATION

1. Host institution

The proposed STSMwould be hosted in the United Kingdom at the University of Sheffield:

Department of Computer Science

The University of Sheffield

Western Bank

Sheffield

UNITED KINGDOM

S10 2TN

Google Maps

1.1 Sheffield

Sheffield is a medium-sized city in the North of England, with a vibrant character, industrial

heritage, its own local condiment and the strong sense of identity typical of Yorkshire. The city

has lots of green space, access to several National Parks and transport links which connect it

to major cities of the UK.

2. Contact information

Primary contact: Professor Aline Villavicencio

a.villavicencio@sheffield.ac.uk

Secondary contact:Mr Thomas Pickard

tmrpickard1@sheffield.ac.uk

https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/The+University+of+Sheffield/@53.381228,-1.4913811,16z/data=!3m1!5s0x487bc5e6f1a51ccf:0xf21a9ef68a7482ac!4m8!1m2!3m1!2sThe+University+of+Sheffield!3m4!1s0x4879827871f2884f:0xc9ec1e8b34c33663!8m2!3d53.3813501!4d-1.4884235
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/sheffield-guide
https://www.hendersonsrelish.com/
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/dcs/people/academic/aline-villavicencio
mailto:a.villavicencio@sheffield.ac.uk
mailto:tmrpickard1@sheffield.ac.uk


STSM DETAILS

1. Duration and Dates

The proposed STSMwould ideally take place between the 8th June and the 20th September
2024 (to align with non-teaching periods at the host institution), for a duration of 3 to 4 weeks.
However, there is scope for flexibility in this if different timing better suits the needs of participants;

in particular, activity during the spring semester (April-June) could be accommodated.

If more than one participant takes part in the STSM, their activity dates would ideally overlap, in

order to maximise the efficacy of the activity.

2. Description

The purpose of the proposed STSM is to contribute to development ofMultiNCI, a dataset
containing nominal compounds, literal and idiomatic glosses, in-context instances and human

judgements of compositionality for several languages, with emphasis on coverage of less-resourced

languages and parallelism between languages.

The goal is to expand on previous work undertaken to develop the NCTTI dataset [Garcia et al. 2021]

and subsequent expansion leading to the dataset used in the SemEval 2022 Task 2 [Tayyar

Madabushi et al. 2021, 2022] onmultilingual idiomaticity detection.

The NCTTI dataset consists of both transparent and potentially idiomatic nominal compounds in

English and Brazilian Portuguese, along with context sentences. These were used to collect

compositionality judgements and compositional paraphrases from native speakers, providing a

source of valuable information for researchers interested in the phenomenon of idiomaticity.

The proposed STSMwould seek to build on ongoing work (which has been supported by previous

UniDive STSMs) covering Georgian (ka), Romanian (ro), Greek (el), Ukrainian (uk) and Irish (ga) as

well as expansions of the English (en) and Portuguese (pt-br) data by extending the NCTTI dataset

to cover additional languages. In particular, we would like to focus on languages for which existing

resources on idiomaticity are limited.

Opportunities also exist to expand the scope of annotation for new and existing languages, e.g. by

incorporating dependency parsing information or collecting ratings from non-native speakers.

https://github.com/marcospln/nctti
https://sites.google.com/view/semeval2022task2-idiomaticity


Detailed activity would be guided by the visiting researcher(s) and is likely to be influenced by the

availability of existing resources such as lexica of idiomatic expressions and corpora of context

sentences. An outline activity plan is likely to include the following:

● Collation of target compounds for the language(s) of interest, attending to parallels with

existing languages

● Collection of suitable context sentences containing the target compounds

● Development / translation of annotation guidelines in the target language

● Testing and deployment of the annotation system

● Recruitment of annotators

● Monitoring of annotations and addressing issues which might arise

● Analysis of results and outputs

It is likely that some of this activity will extend beyond the core dates of the STSM, especially as it

may take time to collect annotations. Ongoing remote collaboration between participants and the

host institution will enable these activities to be completed.

The STSM activity is intended to generate an updated and expanded version of the NCTTI dataset

calledMultiNCI, which will be made publicly available via an open data repository, and is likely to

lead to a corresponding publication.

This will contribute directly to the objectives of UniDive WG1 (Corpus Annotation) and WG4

(Promoting Diversity) by expanding the availability of annotated corpora for additional languages,

especially ones with limited idiomaticity resources.

These resources will also be beneficial to ongoing efforts to develop language technologies which

better handle idiomatic language, in particular the Modelling Idiomaticity in Human and Artificial

Language Processing project which is primarily based at the STSM host institution and seeks to

develop cross-lingual representations of idiomaticity. This aligns with UniDive WG3ʼs focus on

cross-lingual andmultilingual language technology.

https://gow.epsrc.ukri.org/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/T02450X/1
https://gow.epsrc.ukri.org/NGBOViewGrant.aspx?GrantRef=EP/T02450X/1
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